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ABSTRACT

Research involving a clinical intervention is normally aimed at testing the treatment effects on

a dependent variable, which is assumed to be a relevant indicator of health or quality of life status.

In much clinical research large-n trials are in fact impractical because the availability of individuals

within well-defined categories is limited in this application field. This makes it more and more

important to concentrate on single-case experiments. The goal with these is to investigate the

presence of a difference in the effect of the treatments considered in the study. In this setting valid

inference generally cannot be made using the parametric statistical procedures that are typically

used for the analysis of clinical trials and other large-n designs. Hence nonparametric tools can

be a valid alternative to analyze this kind of data. We propose a permutation solution to assess

treatment effects in single-case experiments within alternation designs. An extension to the case

of more than two treatments is also presented. A simulation study shows that the approach is

both reliable under the null hypothesis and powerful under the alternative, and that it improves

the performance of a considered competitor. In the end we present the results of a real case

application.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper is devoted to testing some treatment effects on a response variable, which can be carried

out by performing a clinical experiment in which effect of several treatments on the outcome is

registered. Such research can be broadly divided into relatively large-scale clinical trials and single-

case studies. In this work we concentrate on single-case experiments since often large-n trials
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cannot be carried out, due to financial and human resourcing constraints. For this reason single-

case experiments are becoming more and more important.

As described in Onghena (2005), single-case experiments are characterized by the fact that one

subject is observed repeatedly during a certain period of time, under different levels (“treatments”)

of at least one independent variable. Hence we observe only one subject (single-case, n = 1),

manipulating independent variable(s) (experiment); this way the subject is exposed to all levels of

the independent variable, and we handle repeated measures or observations of the response variable

of interest (longitudinal data, see Diggle et al. (2002)). As argued in Onghena (2005), single-case

experiments have a long history in behavioral science; often they are the only viable options if rare

or unique conditions are involved, and they can be motivated thinking that actually they mimic

the care for the individual patient that is needed in clinical work.

The goal of single-case experiments is usually to investigate the presence of a difference in the

effects of the treatments considered in the study. Instead of using standard parametric techniques,

which in this setting cannot always provide valid inference, nonparametric tools can be a valid

alternative to analyze this kind of data (see Todman and Dugard (2001) and Onghena (2005)).

In particular, randomization of assignment of the measurement occasions to treatments allows

us to find an interesting solution to the problem in permutation tests. We can thus ensure the

study’s internal and statistical-conclusion validity. The basic idea is to perform a randomization of

the repeated observations in time, instead of in individuals as is usually done, and then choose a

statistic to evaluate the difference among treatments.

In this work we aim to motivate the use of permutation techniques in order to analyze single-case

data; for this reason new proposals are presented to successfully solve the problem in a permutation

framework. They are shown to improve the performances of other already existing solutions. In

the second Section we give a main argument for the use of randomization methods, describing

how randomization is dealt with in these kinds of experiments, and hence how these methods

are exact by construction, mimicking the random allocation in the real experiment. In Section

3 we describe the general approach to the solution of the testing for treatment effects in single-

case designs, underlining the need to adopt time-series analysis tools in order to model data which

actually display some autocorrelation. It is worth noting that although there could be the possibility

of adopting different models to fit the data such as parametric and semi-parametric models, we

checked that generally such models do not provide good solutions in recognizing a general difference

among the treatments, especially when the sample size is low. Section 4 is devoted to the more

in depth description of a new permutation time-dependent solution, describing the general idea

behind the permutation methodology for single-case experiments, and discussing proposals for the

choice of best time-series analysis tools. Section 5 shows the results of a simulation study in which

the proposed permutation solutions are tested under a wide variety of data scenarios, and these
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methods are applied to real clinical psychologist data in Section 6. Conclusions about the obtained

results are discussed in Section 7.

2 RANDOMIZATION IN SINGLE-CASE DESIGNS

The starting point for correctly analyzing single-case designs is to underline the difference between

random sampling and random allocation. A crucial point is understanding that random allocation

does not apply exclusively to the allocation of participants to treatment conditions. In single-case

designs, it also applies to the allocation of opportunities for exposure to treatment conditions. Both

these points are essential to understanding that the permutation approach really does make sense

in this kind of problem.

Random sampling from a large, well-defined population is the usual formal requirement for

applying parametric techniques, and it justifies the generalization of results, allowing their external

validity. However, it is often impractical to have a genuine random sample from a given population

of interest, both because it is difficult to define the population of interest itself, and because costs

and time requirements can be prohibitive. Instead, randomization in human experimentation is

much more likely than random sampling; each exposure opportunity is considered to be randomly

placed into separate urns, each of which represents a particular combination of experimental con-

ditions (independent variables). Hence no general wider population is supposed to exist here, and

we are able to control for confounding variables.

The simple and natural randomization mechanism considered in the study can then be used to

construct a test - the permutation test - simply by mimicking this underlying random assignment.

Hence the permutation test is by construction the most natural candidate for use in data analysis

following a given randomization design. Indeed we can easily construct the distribution of the

test statistic under the null hypothesis of interest by randomly reassigning the condition urns to

exposure opportunities.

2.1 Different randomization designs

The randomization designs in single-case experiments can broadly be divided into two categories -

alternation and phase designs (see Todman and Dugard (2001) and Onghena (2005)). The former

class is characterized by the fact that any level of the independent variable can be present at each

measurement occasion; hence we randomly determine the treatment sequence by taking into account

the number of levels of the independent variables and the number of measurement occasions for each

level. For example, let us consider the so-called completely randomize design (CRD).

For one independent variable (treatment) with two levels (say A and B) and three measurement
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occasions for each level, we simply have to randomly select a sequence from a number of possibilities:

AAABBB, AABABB, AABBAB, AABBBA, ABAABB, ABABAB, ABABBA, BAABBA,

BAABAB, BAAABB, etc. Of course, depending on the specific characteristics of the study, we

can impose a minimum, or a maximum, number of consecutive measurement occasions for each

treatment. For instance, we can impose that a fixed number of observations under the

same treatment must be recorded, and randomize the opportunities for exposure to

the treatment conditions in blocks, instead of singularly. As it’s name suggests, such

design leaves complete freedom to the randomization of the opportunities for exposure

to the treatment conditions.

Phase designs are useful when rapid and frequent alternation of treatments is difficult to per-

form. In this case several consecutive measurements are performed for each phase, the order of the

phases is fixed and we randomize the moments of phase change. Hence we randomly determine the

treatments’ phases sequence by taking into account the order of the phases, the number of treat-

ments, the minimum length of the phases and the total length of the experiment. For example,

let us consider an AB design. For one independent variable (treatment) with two levels (say

A and B), six measurement occasions and at least one measurement for each phase, we simply

have to randomly select a sequence from the following ones: ABBBBB, AABBBB, AAABBB,

AAAABB, AAAAAB. Notice how this randomization scheme is completely different

from the CRD presented above.

3 TESTING FOR TREATMENT EFFECTS IN SINGLE-

CASE DESIGNS

To make inference in single-case designs is not as straightforward as in large-n problems. Indeed,

classic parametric techniques are often not suitable for making statistical decisions while correctly

controlling the inferential errors. In this work we propose a solution to test for treatment effects

in single-case designs; let us use {XAj (t)}t∈T , where T is a continuous support, to indicate the

time-process of the response under treatment Aj , with j = 1, . . . , C. C denotes the number

of treatments under consideration. The null and alternative hypotheses that we are going to

consider in this work can then be formalized as follows H0 : XAj (t)
M
= XAl(t) ∀j < l, j, l = 1, . . . , C, ∀t ∈ T

H1 : ∃ j, l ∈ {1, . . . , C}, j 6= l | XAj (t)
M
6= XAl(t),

where the notations (t) and M emphasize that we are considering the model underlying the re-

sponse time process. More precisely, by using M, we aim at indicating that the equality
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assumed under the null hypothesis refers to the underlying models for the response

time processes under the different treatments. Hence we aim to test the null hypothesis that

the several treatments have the same effect on the time process underlying the response against the

alternative hypothesis that there is at least one treatment effect which is different from the others.

Various approaches have been proposed (see Gorman and Allison (1996) for an in-depth descrip-

tion). Among them, time series analysis provides a valid set of procedures, such as autoregressive

integrated moving average (ARIMA) models. This solution is often useful and works well, provided

that we handle a sufficient number of observations.

An alternative solution is given by classic ANOVA and least squares regression approaches.

Indeed, even if in principle parametric statistics require normality and homoscedasticity assump-

tions, in practice they are robust to violations of these assumptions. However, their robustness

is less strong in the case of small and unequal sample sizes, as actually often arises in single-case

experiments. Additionally, the use of such parametric techniques can be criticized for the presence

of another strong assumption - that the errors are uncorrelated. This latter problem has to be

taken into account, since, as argued in Gorman and Allison (1996) and Levin et al. (1978), auto-

correlation very often arises in single-case designs, and classic ANOVA and least squares regression

approaches are not robust to violations of this assumption.

A third class of solutions is given by nonparametric tests. In general they represent a valid

alternative to parametric solutions, especially in small-n and large-n cases when the required as-

sumptions may be violated. They can be successfully applied in single-case designs; the positive

results of the use of nonparametric rank tests is shown in Edgington (1996).

To summarize, as argued in Todman and Dugard (2001), for single-case designs with a large

number of observations (say at least 50 per phase) the time-series analysis approach can be suc-

cessfully applied. When the number of observations per phase is not that large, one may use a

permutation test to solve the problem.

4 THE PERMUTATION SOLUTION

The permutation-based solution for single-case experiments has been discussed by many authors.

A good review is given in Todman and Dugard (2001), where the authors also provide an in-

depth discussion of the motivations for using randomization tests in this framework. Recently, this

methodology has been discussed in Bulté and Onghena (2008) and Bulté and Onghena (2009),

where the description of a specific R package is also given. It is also applied to real data problems

in, among other works, de Jong et al. (2005) and ter Kuile et al. (2009). The basic idea is to

randomize the repeated observations in time, instead of in individuals as is usually done, and then

choose a statistic to evaluate the difference between the treatments. More specifically, the kind of
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randomization needed to perform the test should be based on the design aspect that is random in

the experiment; hence we can randomize either the treatments at each measurement occasion, in

alternation designs, or the moments of phase change, in phase designs (see Onghena (2005)).

In this paper, we propose a permutation solution to test for treatment effects in alternation

single-case experiments. The aim of our research is to improve the existing proposals on the choice

of test statistic to be used to compare the performance of the different treatments. For example,

in Bulté and Onghena (2008) and Bulté and Onghena (2009) the authors simply use the sample

mean difference, ignoring the time ordering of the observations.

In this section of the paper we firstly point out the importance of taking care of the auto-

correlation between observations, and we underline how permutation tests are able to handle this

problem. Then the randomization scheme and the permutation procedure itself are well defined.

Furthermore, we discuss the problem of choice of test statistic, proposing the use of time-series

analysis tools.

4.1 Autocorrelation and randomization scheme

As pointed out previously, autocorrelation, i.e. correlation between the residuals of scores in time-

series data, is of course present in single-case data. Parametric techniques such as t-test and

ANOVA require the assumption of independence of observations, and it is known that violation of

this assumption leads to higher type I errors. Therefore it is very important to take care of the

serial dependence between the observations.

One main feature of randomization tests for single-case designs is that they are immune to the

effect of serial dependency because under the null hypothesis there would be identical responses

across occasions. As such the randomization scheme allows us to mimic the true distribution of the

test statistic under the null hypothesis. However, this does not mean that any test statistic is good

for making inference about the phenomenon of interest, and, if serial dependence exists among

the observed data, we should choose a suitable test statistic that can capture the main feature

of interest. This means that, excluding the simple case of no trend and effect level of interest, a

time-series analysis tool is needed. This aspect will be treated in more depth in the next paragraph.

4.2 Time-series solution for the test statistic

Here we discuss the problem of choosing a suitable test statistic for testing the treatment effect in

single-case designs. Readers are reminded that in Bulté and Onghena (2008) the authors propose

the sample mean difference as a statistic to compare the effect of the two treatments; this choice

is motivated by the argument that the focus is on an expected difference in level, which can be

reflected by a difference between means. The same proposals can also be found in Bulté and
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Onghena (2009), where it is suggested that if needed, other test statistics, such as differences in

slopes or intercepts, can be adopted. As far as we are aware, the problem of choosing the type of

statistic has not yet been considered, and the R package presented in Bulté and Onghena (2008)

and Bulté and Onghena (2009) does not offer much choice. We think this is a particularly relevant

topic, since the sample mean can be insufficient to distinguish between time-series: in this kind of

problems the shape of the observed points in relation to time is of primary interest, as different

trends can be found in different time-series while they can register the same average behavior.

The basic idea behind the development of our proposals is that a longitudinal data analysis

tool is needed in this case. In order to provide a completely nonparametric solution, nonparametric

tools may seem more appropriate. It is true, however, that even using a parametric tool on each

randomized sample, then using its permutation distribution, might be a solution given that we do

in fact treat the resulting statistic as a simple choice for the test statistic, completely disregarding

its inferential properties.

More precisely, our idea is to estimate the time functional shape of observations (with a non-

parametric smoother (see Simonoff (1996)), as splines, kernel smoother, local regression, as

well as a parametric time-series analysis tool) and then use a summary statistic of the resulting

curve (say ψ(·)). By randomizing the observations according to the randomization design, we are

able to reproduce the distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis, and

hence evaluate the p-value for the test of interest. Our proposal is to estimate the time functional

shape of observations for the sub-datasets of various treatments, and then use a summary statistic

which is able to measure the difference between these smoothed time-processes. Indeed, under the

null hypothesis the outcome variable should follow similarly shaped time processes for the different

treatments; hence by randomizing the labels of the treatment in order to construct the permutation

distribution of the test statistic, we expect to end up with a set of low values for the difference

between the various smoothed time-series. We consider large values of the test statistics as evidence

against the null hypothesis.

Formally, we can describe the general randomization procedure as follows:

i. consider the original time-series x = (x1, . . . , xT ), and compute the observed value for the

test statistic tobs = ψ(x);

ii. according to the randomization scheme, perform a randomization of the treatments’ labels

for x, obtaining the permuted time-series x∗,1, and compute the value for the test statistic

t∗,1 = ψ(x∗,1);

iii. independently repeat Step ii. B times, getting the values of the test statistic t∗,i = ψ(x∗,i),

for i = 1, . . . , B;
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iv. construct the permutation distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis from

the vector of values t∗ = (t∗,1, . . . , t∗,B);

v. compute the p-value of the test for treatment effects, for example rejecting the null hypoth-

esis for high values of the test statistic, as p =
∑B

i=1 1(tobs,∞)(t
∗,i(x∗,i))/B, where 1(·,·)(·)

denotes the indicator function.

We remark that B can be either the number of all the possible permutations of the data (the whole

permutation space) or a lower number if we are interested in using only a Monte Carlo sample of

them (for further details see Pesarin and Salmaso (2010)). In the following section we provide a

more in-depth description of the proposed randomization solution.

4.3 Formalization of the procedure

In alternation designs each treatment can arise at any time occasion in the single-case experiment.

Once the treatment sequence is randomized, we handle a time process in which we alternate the

considered treatments. As already pointed out, we propose to separately smooth the different

treatment-labelled time-processes, and then use a measure of the distance between the curves as a

test statistic. Firstly we define the concept of exchangeability under the null hypothesis when the

underlying model for the response time-process is of interest. Then we discuss both the choice of

smoother and of test statistic.

Let us use f to denote the density of response X, f (n)(x) to denote the density of the sampling

variable X(n), and x = (x1, . . . , xn) to denote the dataset. In general the exchangeability of the

observed data with respect to groups under the null hypothesis is said to hold if f (n)(x1, . . . , xn)

= f (n)(xu∗1 , . . . , xu∗n), where (u∗1, . . . , u
∗
n) is any permutation of (1, . . . , n). We can adapt this char-

acterization to the case of time-dependent data as follows: Firstly we introduce time into the

formulation, and substitute the concept of ‘density’ with that of ‘model’. Thus we speak about

the model underlying the sampling variable time-process M(n)(x; t). We then recall that in the

single-case framework, and in particular in the case of alternation designs, the experimental random

quantity is the treatment assignment. Hence we can say that the exchangeability of the observed

data with respect to treatments under the null hypothesis is said to hold if M(n)(x1, . . . , xn; t) =

M(n)(xu∗1 , . . . , xu∗n ; t), where (u∗1, . . . , u
∗
n) is any permutation of the original treatment sequence.

As regards the choice of a smoother, the best candidate, or best time-series modeling tool in

general, of course depends on the real data being handled. The same holds for the choice of most

suitable test statistic. An interesting feature of permutation tests is that in principle we can choose

any statistic depending on the data we wish to analyze and the study’s objective. Moreover, the

opinion of the expert who presents the problem can also be taken into consideration in making

this choice. If, for example, the expert expects that all treatments will lead to a trend in the
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outcome, and that what is of interest is the difference between the slopes and the intercepts of

these trends, then we should choose a time-series analysis tool capable of taking into account the

underlying slopes and intercepts of the different treatment trends. Therefore the nature of the data

is also important. The number of observations per treatment for example can also help us to

decide a suitable smoother. We strongly believe that several implicit and explicit aspects of the

data itself should be taken into account when choosing the test statistic. In this work we propose

some possible choices, which of course do not exclude the possibility of applying different ones

depending on specific real data features. However, we aim to provide a unique main proposal both

for the smoother and the test statistic, which should be better able to detect treatment effects

for any feature of the data than the others, at least in the field of educational and behavioral

sciences. Two categories of techniques for modeling time-series data are nonparametric smoothers

and classical ARIMA models. Nonparametric smoothers can be a good choice when we have no idea

what the time-process underlying the data is (for instance when we handle an experiment concerning

a new treatment, and not even the field expert knows what to expect from the data). Instead,

ARIMA modeling can be a useful tool when pilot studies are available, or at least previous analyses

on similar problems. In the following we will consider only the former class of models, for one main

reason: ARIMA models are only applicable with equispaced time-series data, which poses a problem

for the solution we are proposing. Indeed, since each treatment can arise in every time occasion,

then each single treatment time-series does not in general have equispaced observations across time.

Nonparametric smoothing is instead particularly suitable for our purposes. We need to somehow

measure the distance between the several treatment curves, hence nice objects we can handle are

continuous curves to compare, which actually is the output of smoothers. Among nonparametric

smoothers many choices exist, such as splines, kernel smoothers and local regression. As a starting

point, we consider local regression to be a good choice. It is a widely accepted method, it gives

good fitting results even with relatively short time-series, and it is quite simple to understand even

for users out of the statistical world.

As regards the choice of test statistics, it should, as already said, be a measure of the distance

between the curves. Several choices can be made and, according to Fisher (1935), in principle there

is no preferable statistic for all data features. Depending on different features of the same null

hypothesis, a list of different test statistics may be more appropriate. This leads to the Multi-

Aspect (MA) testing issue (see Pesarin (2001)). Therefore in our particular framework, we propose

to nonparametrically combine several test statistics t
′
m(x), for m = 1, . . . ,M , about which more

details will be given in Section 5.

The permutation procedure for alternation designs can be summarized as follows: Let us

consider the general case of C treatments, denoted by A1, A2, . . . , AC ; also let sAj (t;xAj ), for

j = 1, . . . , C, be the resulting local regression smoothed processes from, respectively, data labelled
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with treatments Aj , for j = 1, . . . , C; sAj (t;xAj ) emphasizes the fact that the smoother is a function

of time t, hence defined in every time occasion, given the sub-series xAj only. Then:

i. consider the original time-series x = (x1, . . . , xT ), and the C sub-series xAj = (xAj ,1
Aj
, . . . , xAj ,T

Aj
).

Compute the C smoothed processes

sAj (t;xAj ), for j = 1, . . . , C;

ii. compute the observed value for the partial test statistics

t
′,obs
m (x) = ψm(x) = ψm(sA1(t;xA1), . . . , sAC (t;xAC )), for m = 1, . . . ,M ;

iii. according to the randomization scheme, perform a randomization of the treatments’ labels

for x, getting the randomized time-series x∗,1 and the C permuted sub-series x∗,1
Aj . Compute

the C permuted smoothed processes s∗,1
Aj (t;x∗,1

Aj ), for j = 1, . . . , C;

iv. compute the value of the partial test statistics

t
′,∗,1
m = ψm(x∗,1) = ψm(s∗,1

A1 (t;x∗,1
A1 ), . . . , s∗,1

AC (t;x∗,1
AC )), for m = 1, . . . ,M ;

v. repeat Steps iii. and iv. B times, getting the values of the partial test statistics t
′,∗,i
m =

ψm(x∗,i) = ψm(s∗,i
A1(t;x∗,i

A1), . . . , s∗,i
AC (t;x∗,i

AC )), for i = 1, . . . , B, m = 1, . . . ,M ;

vi. construct the permutation distributions of the partial test statistics under the null hypothesis

from the vectors of values t
′,∗
m = (t

′,∗,1
m , . . . , t

′,∗,B
m ), for m = 1, . . . ,M ;

vii. nonparametrically combine the partial permutation tests, obtaining the permutation distri-

bution of the Multi-Aspect global test

t
′′
MA = Ψ(t

′
1, . . . , t

′
M );

viii. compute the p-value of the global Multi-Aspect test for treatment effects, for example reject-

ing the null hypothesis for high values of the test statistic, as p =
∑B

i=1 1(t′′,obs,∞)(t
′′,∗,i(x∗,i))/B.

5 SIMULATION STUDY

A Monte Carlo simulation study was performed to demonstrate the reliability and power of the

proposed procedures in single-case experiments with univariate responses, in the case of a bidirec-

tional alternative hypothesis. The study was divided into two main parts. Firstly we considered

the simplest case of C = 2 treatments, where the tested hypotheses are H0 : XA1(t)
M
= XA2(t) ∀t ∈ T

H1 : XA1(t)
M
6= XA2(t),

,
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Secondly we considered the more general case of C > 2 treatments. The reliability of the methods

was measured through the estimation of the type I error, while the capability of the procedures to

detect treatment effects was deduced from the estimation of power. In the latter case different data

scenarios were simulated under the alternative hypothesis, considering several underlying models

for the treatment time-processes. We compared the new permutation solutions with the proposal in

Bulté and Onghena (2008). As regards the smoother, we performed a local polynomial regression to

degree 2, span parameter λ = 0.75 and tricubic weighting (proportional to (1− (dist/maxdist)3)3).

In the case of C = 2, we propose two MA solutions which use the following partial test statistics.

The first global test (hereafter labeled t
′′
MA1

) is constructed combining the partial tests

t
′
1(x) =

∑lgrid
j=1 (s∗,i

A1(tj ;x
∗,i
A1)− s∗,i

A2(tj ;x
∗,i
A2))2

lgrid

t
′
2(x) = max

j=1,...,lgrid
(|s∗,i

A1(tj ;x
∗,i
A1)− s∗,i

A2(tj ;x
∗,i
A2)|).

Notice that t
′
1 is a proxy of the area between the two smoothed time sub-processes. In practice

this quantity has been approximated by the mean of the squared distances on a regular time grid

t1, . . . , tlgrid of length lgrid < 100. Instead t
′
2 is the well-known two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov

type statistic. The second global test (hereafter labeled t
′′
MA2

) is constructed combining the above

presented partial tests with the one proposed in Bulté and Onghena (2008) (hereafter denoted by

tBO), which uses the absolute value of the difference between the sample means in the two treatment

groups. In order to increase the procedure’s power, we propose to use Tippett combining function

(see Pesarin (2001) and Pesarin and Salmaso (2010)), given that under the alternative hypothesis

it chooses the smallest partial p-value. Hence

t
′′
MAk

(x) = Ψ(t
′
1, . . . , t

′
Mk

) = max
(

1− λ′1, . . . , 1− λ
′
Mk

)
,

where λ
′
m, m = 1, . . . ,Mk, indicates the permutation p-value of the mth partial test, so in our case

k ∈ {1, 2} and Mk ∈ {2, 3}.
The simulation study was performed generating MC = 1000 samples from the assumed un-

derlying models; for the implementation of the permutation tests we used B = 1000 permu-

tations (drawing a Monte Carlo random sample from the permutation space). We considered

errors coming from both the standard normal and the Student t distribution with 2 degrees of

freedom. We considered four lengths for the entire time series, n = 30, 50, 70, 100, and five un-

derlying ARIMA models, AR(1), MA(1), ARMA(1, 1), and ARIMA(1, 1, 1) with and without

constant term µ = 1, each with several values for the autoregressive and moving-average parame-

ters, φ, θ = −0.3,−0.2,−0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5. For the normal errors case, the results showed

the reliability of the proposed methods under the null hypothesis.
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The power of the procedures was also investigated under different data scenarios. Again we

considered four lengths for the entire time series, n = 30, 50, 70, 100, and generated the difference

in treatment effects by adding two different deterministic parts to the same underlying stochastic

ARMA models. The rationale behind this choice is that we expect a patient’s response to different

treatments to remain the same in the underlying autocorrelation structure, and change only in

the deterministic component of the model. In what follows we will denote the different

treatments with the letters A,B,C,D,E. More precisely, data have been simulated as follows:

yt =deterministic component + stochastic component

=

 fA(yt−1) + φyt−1 + θεt−1 + εt if Treatmentt = A

fB(yt−1) + φyt−1 + θεt−1 + εt if Treatmentt = B
,

with εt ∼ N(0, 1) or εt ∼ t2 iid. As regards the deterministic part of the model (i.e. the fixed

effects’ part), we simulated treatment A as both a placebo and an active treatment, and treatment

B as the active treatment, mimicking both a difference in level and slope of the trend between the

two treatment effects. We simulated a difference in levels between the treatments as follows:

yt =

 φyt−1 + θεt−1 + εt if Treatmentt = A

δ + φyt−1 + θεt−1 + εt if Treatmentt = B
.

Three ARMA models, AR(1), MA(1) and ARMA(1, 1) were considered, each with several values

for the autoregressive and moving-average parameters, φ, θ = −0.3,−0.1, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. Additionally,

several values were considered for the level differences δ = 1, 3, 5, 10. Therefore we simulated a

difference in the slope of the trend between treatments as follows:

yt =

 βA + yt−1 + εt if Treatmentt = A

βB + yt−1 + εt if Treatmentt = B
.

Notice that treatment A mimics either a ‘no treatment’ setting when βA = 0 or an active treat-

ment when βA 6= 0, while treatment B always has a linear trend in the response. Again several

values have been considered for the slope differences combining different values for the slopes

βA = −50,−30,−10,−5,−1, 0, 1 and βB = 1, 5, 10, 30, 50. Some of the results for the normal errors

case are displayed in Figures 1 and 2 for the case of a treatment difference in level and a treatment

difference in slope respectively. While tBO shows greater power when the two treatments are sim-

ulated with different levels, it performs worse when we consider a difference in slopes; in the latter

case the estimated rejection probability under the alternative hypothesis is greater than

the nominal level α only when the slopes of the two treatments have opposite signs. Regarding

the MA solutions, t
′′
MA2

performs better than t
′′
MA1

in the case of a difference in levels, but not a

difference in slopes, where t
′′
MA1

often reports greater power. These results are coherent with the
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way in which the MA solutions are constructed. In t
′′
MA2

, use of the partial test on the difference

between the sample means allows us to increase power when the treatments differ in level, but it

decreases in the case of different slopes. It should therefore be noted that in the case of different

slopes, t
′′
MA2

is always more powerful than tBO. In the end, the power of all procedures increases

with the number of observations and with the difference between the deterministic parts of the two

models. Moreover, the power values reach 1 as n and δ increase when we simulate differences in

levels, while this is not the case for differences in slopes, where the power function seems to have a

horizontal asymptote below 1.

Regarding the effect of the autocorrelation on the power behavior of the proposed methods,

in general the estimated rejection probabilities change when changing the autocorrelation values.

They slightly decrease as the autocorrelation parameters of the ARMA models (it does not matter

which model is considered) move, in absolute value, away from zero.

Similar results have been obtained for the case of errors generated from the t2 distribution.

All the procedures control the type-I error at the nominal level; the power simply decreases with

respect to the normal errors case, but the behavior of the three procedures remains the same.

Considering the more general case of C > 2 treatments, the new solution is built performing the

MA permutation tests on all pairwise comparisons between treatments, and then combining them

in a global test. Formally, for i = 1, . . . , B, the ith permutation value of the test is constructed as

follows:

t∗,i =ψ(s∗,i
A1(t;x∗,i

A1), . . . , s∗,i
AC (t;x∗,i

AC ))

=
∑

l<s, l,s∈{1,...,C}

t
′′,∗,i
MAk;l,s

(x)

sd
(
t
′′,∗,
MAk;l,s

(x)
) ,

where t
′′,∗,i
MAk;l,s

(x) denotes the MA permutation test related to the comparison of treatments Al and

As. Notice that the procedure coincides with operating a nonparametric combination of the MA

pairwise comparisons permutation tests using a Direct combining function (see Pesarin (2001) and

Pesarin and Salmaso (2010)). In the summation we divide the terms by their standard deviation

in order to standardize the combined test statistics.

Again we worked with CMC = 1000, B = 1000, and the cases of C = 3 and C = 5 were

considered. For C = 3 and C = 5, as lengths we simulated for the entire time series respectively

n = 45, 75, 150 and n = 75, 125, 250 and three underlying ARMA models, AR(1), MA(1) and

ARMA(1, 1), each with several values for the autoregressive and moving-average parameters, φ, θ =

−0.3,−0.2,−0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5.

The results confirm the reliability of the proposed solutions, showing the control of the type-I

error at the nominal level α = 0.05. We performed a simulation study to show that the power

of the MA solutions increases with sample size, distance from the null hypothesis and number of
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Figure 1: Simulation study. Above an example of simulated data with a difference between

levels with an ARMA(1, 1) model for the errors with parameters φ, θ = 0.1, n = 50 and

δ = 3; below power functions for the three considered permutation solutions in the case of

an ARMA(1, 1) model for the errors with parameters φ, θ = 0.1, while n and δ are varying.
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Figure 2: Simulation study. At the top an example of simulated data with a difference

between slopes with n = 50, βA = 1 and βB = 10; in the middle power functions for the

three considered permutation solutions in the case of βA = 1 while n and βB are varying;

below power functions for the three considered permutation solutions in the case of βA = −βB
while n and βB are varying.
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pairwise comparisons under the alternative hypothesis. As with the case of C = 2, we generated the

treatment effect adding different treatments to the data generating processes and different deter-

ministic parts to the same stochastic underlying ARMA models. We considered both a difference

in level and slope of the trend among the several treatment effects, following a similar scheme to

the one used for C = 2. We simulated a difference in levels among treatments considering three

ARMA models, AR(1), MA(1) and ARMA(1, 1), each with several values for the autoregressive

and moving-average parameters, φ, θ = −0.3,−0.1, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. Moreover, for both the cases of

C = 3 and C = 5, four settings were considered for the level differences, which are described in

Table 1. The settings differ both in terms of the total difference among the treatment levels (δtot)

and the number of false null hypotheses in the family of all pairwise comparisons.

Table 1: Settings of treatments’ levels δj, j ∈ {A,B,C,D,E}; cases of C = 3 and C = 5.
C Setting δtot False H0 δA δB δC δD δE

3

1 2 2/3 0 0 1

2 4 3/3 0 1 2

3 4 2/3 0 0 2

4 8 3/3 0 2 4

5

5 4 4/10 0 0 0 0 1

6 10 7/10 0 0 0 1 2

7 8 4/10 0 0 0 0 2

8 20 7/10 0 0 0 2 4

Some of the results for the case of C = 3 are displayed in Figure 3. Notice that the power of

both MA solutions increases with sample size; furthermore, we obtain a higher power when we also

increase the distance from the global null hypothesis (in Figure 3 summarized as a combination

between the number of false partial null hypotheses and the total difference among the treatment

levels, δtot); this behavior is less clear in the case of C = 5, probably due to the coexistence of too

many different deterministic parts in the full time series, which makes it more difficult for the tests

to distinguish between different effects.

We simulated a difference in slopes among treatments considering four settings for both the

cases of C = 3 and C = 5, described in Table 2: the settings differ both in terms of the total

difference among the treatment slopes (βtot) and the number of false null hypotheses in the family

of all pairwise comparisons. Again in this case the power of both MA solutions increases with

sample size; furthermore, we obtain a higher power when we also increase the number of false null

hypotheses in the family, even if this behavior is less clear than in the case of a difference in levels

among the treatment effects. Again we find a less clear increase of power in the case of C = 5.

In the end, in the case of both a difference in levels and a difference in slopes among the

treatments, it has to be underlined that the order between the power of the two MA solutions
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Figure 3: Simulation study. Power functions for the two considered MA solutions in the case

of C = 3, an ARMA(1, 1) model for the errors with parameters φ, θ = 0.1, while n, δtot and

the number of false partial null hypotheses are varying.

Table 2: Settings of treatments’ slopes, cases of C = 3 and C = 5.
C Setting βtot False H0 βA βB βC βD βE

3

1 4 2/3 1 1 5

2 18 3/3 1 5 10

3 18 2/3 1 1 10

4 48 3/3 1 10 30

5

5 16 4/10 1 1 1 1 5

6 44 7/10 1 1 1 5 10

7 36 4/10 1 1 1 1 10

8 134 7/10 1 1 1 10 30

is the same as the order obtained in the related simulation settings for the case of C = 2. The

coherence between the simple case and the generalization to C > 2 is of course a good feature of

the method. Regarding the effect of the autocorrelation on the power behavior, we can notice a

similar behavior in case of C = 2 treatments: the results show a decrease of the estimated rejection

probabilities as the autocorrelation parameters move, in absolute value, away from zero.
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6 REAL CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST DATA APPLI-

CATIONS

We also applied the proposed MA solutions to real data from a single-case experiment carried

out at the Virga Jesse Hospital in Hasselt, Belgium (see Baplu (2005)). The data were collected

from a 17-year old adolescent who had concentration problems, but who did not meet the formal

DSM-IV-TR criteria for Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD). The patient came to consultation with

his mother and complained about increasing attention problems at school and worsening of his

school grades. They had heard about the effect of methylphenidate (Ritalin) on concentration and

wondered whether they could obtain a prescription.

Although there is some evidence that Ritalin has a positive effect on concentration, even in

the absence of ADD, the general use of this drug for mild conditions (or to improve intellectual

performance) is still very controversial, and the effect could vary strongly from individual to indi-

vidual (see Agay et al. (2010) and Crutchley and Temlett (1999)). Therefore, the physician, in close

collaboration with a researcher from the K.U.Leuven, proposed to design a single-case experiment

to determine the effectiveness (and also the possible side-effects) of this drug, and only to continue

use of the drug after convincing experimental results.

The experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee of the hospital and the patient and

his parents gave informed consent including a detailed account of the purpose, risks, and design

of the study. The study was set up as a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled single-

case experiment, comparing Ritalin to placebo. The study was randomized because six treatment

periods and six placebo periods were randomly assigned to twelve available time blocks (i.e., one

treatment order was randomly selected from 12!/6!6! = 924 possibilities). A time block consisted

of two days. Because Ritalin washes out within five hours, no carryover effects from one day to the

next were expected (see Tannock et al. (1989)).

The study was double-blind because neither the patient and his family, nor the physician and

the researcher knew the actual treatment order. A sealed envelope containing the actual treatment

order was prepared by the researcher’s supervisor and handed directly to the hospital pharmacist

who prepared identical capsules (same shape, color, and taste) for the active medication and the

placebo. The capsules had to be taken twice a day, and also the primary outcome measure was

taken twice a day. Because a time block consisted of two days, this means that four measurements

were available for each treatment period as well as for each placebo period.

The outcome measure was the sum of three scores on items from the ADHD Rating Scale IV,

which were selected as most relevant by the patient, his parents, and the physician. The patient

gave a score on an anchored scale from 0 (never or rarely) to 3 (very often) in a diary for each of

the following items:
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• Does not follow through on instructions and fails to finish work.

• Fails to give close attention to details or makes careless mistakes in schoolwork.

• Has difficulty sustaining attention in tasks or play activities.

In the diary also more general comments, other complaints and potential adverse or side effects

could be registered.

Figure 4 shows the summed scores of these three items. We wish to highlight the fact that

the same application was considered in Bulté and Onghena (2008), where a directional alternative

hypothesis was considered. We performed the two MA proposals (t
′′
MA1

and t
′′
MA2

) and the tBO

Figure 4: Real data from Baplu (2005): summed scores and smoothed time sub-processes.

solution; the results are shown in Table 3. A visual inspection of Figure 4 might suggest that the

Table 3: P-values of the tests on the difference between placebo and active drug effects;

data from Baplu (2005).

t
′′
MA1

, lgrid = 100 t
′′
MA2

, lgrid = 100 tBO

P-values 0.0997 0.1430 0.1105
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intake of Rilatine results in better concentration scores as compared to placebo, but the permutation

test shows that there is only weak evidence against the null hypothesis. The three test statistics

provide p-values around 10%, with t
′′
MA1

providing the smallest p-value and t
′′
MA2

providing the

largest p-value. On the basis of his results the adolescent decided not to continue the medication.

Furthermore, in a debriefing interview after the study, it was clear that he could not discriminate

between the treatment and the placebo periods.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this work we present a permutation solution to test for treatment effects in single-case exper-

iments with an alternation design. The aim of our research is to improve the already existing

solutions and provide an instrument which behaves well in a variety of data scenarios.

The joint use of nonparametric smoothing and permutation theory provides a good solution

for the problem of interest; additionally, considering an MA solution, we are able to satisfactorily

handle several data scenarios. A simulation study showed that the proposed tool is reliable under

the null hypothesis and powerful under the alternative. As regards comparison with an already

existing solution, the MA solutions generally behave better than their competitor, always showing

an estimated rejection probability under the alternative hypothesis greater than the

nominal level of the test; this is not the case, however, for the considered competitor. In general

a good feature of the proposed solutions is the increase in their power as the data move further

away from the null hypothesis.

The new techniques were also applied to real data, where we confirmed the results of the

simulation study and demonstrated the flexibility and usefulness of the methods.

Several further developments can be made using the tools presented here. For instance, it may

be of interest to study performances when a smoother other than local regression is used to draw

the smoothed time sub-processes, as well as when we simply change the choice of smoothing pa-

rameter. The role played by the use of different partial test statistics in the MA solution could

also be studied. Furthermore, the performance of the methods could be explored under many other

data scenarios, for instance letting the several treatments have also different underlying correlation

structures besides the differences in levels or slopes. Another possible kind of presence of carry-over

is when there is the effect of the number of treatment administrations that precede a particular

administration (see Edgington and Onghena (2007)). Hence two scenarios can happen: the carry-

over is identical for the several treatments (identical carry-over), or it is different, meaning that the

subject’s response to a treatment at certain time depends also on the particular treatments that

were given at the previous treatment times (differential carry-over). In the former case we do not

have any difference among treatments’ effects, hence we are under the null hypothesis, and infer-
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ence made through randomization tests in alternation designs is not affected by such a carry-over

effect because the effect is constant over all data permutations. In the latter case instead, we are

under the alternative hypothesis, as there is a difference in the effects of the several treatments; in

this case, inference made through randomization tests is affected by this kind of effect, as this is

not constant over all data permutations. It would surely be interesting to check the behavior of

the proposed procedure in such case. Another interesting development could go in the direction of

interval estimates, trying possible solutions (choices for the estimate of the effect difference) and

comparing them in terms of coverage probability.
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